
VOICE WINNER ALFIE ARCURI RETURNS WITH A SEXY NEW SOUND AND NEW SINGLE
SINGLE ‘SAME’ RELEASED MAY 31 THROUGH NEON RECORDS

Australian pop vocalist Alfie Arcuri has re-emerged onto the airwaves with a 
sexy, edgy new sound and style. On May 31 the talented performer released his 
new single, Same a distinctly emotive soulful song, that’s sensationally unique to 
Australian pop. Same is available now for download on all platforms.

Three years after being crowned the winner of The Voice 2016, Alfie is still 
going strong as one of the major success stories from the show. This year has 
already kicked off with a bang with Alfie wowing global audiences as a finalist in 
Eurovision - Australia Decides (with over 200,000 streams of the track). Most 
recently he’s also become a brand ambassador and spokesperson for Jaguar 
and has co- created a short film for the 2019 Mardi Gras Queer Screen.

But that doesn’t mean his musical journey has been an easy road. Following 
the success of his first single If they Only Knew hitting the more than 3 million 
streams, Alfie parted ways with Universal Music Australia, and spent the last two 
years writing his own material whilst searching for his true voice and sound as an 
artist. Alfie has since found renewed vigour in his sound in conjunction with Neon Records who provided him support and inspiration. 
With his new label and long-term partner on his side (and their adopted cat, Priscilla, from The Voice coach Delta Goodrem, and new 
French- Bulldog puppy Gary!), Alfie is stronger than ever and ready to embark on his next chapter.

As a songwriter, Alfie has certainly come into his own. Not only did he successful pen the anthem for Marriage Equality Love is Love 
in 2017 and To Myself for Eurovision, a track selected out of 1000 entries for the competition, he also wrote Winner’s single for 
2018’s The Voice Australia finalist Sheldon Riley last year.

Same was a finalist in the 2018 Vanda and Young songwriting competition alongside Amy Shark, Dean Lewis and Chloe, solidifying 
him as an upcoming songwriter to look out for.

Alfie says “I wanted to write something that had a soulful pop vibe but also 
had a bit of a dark edge to it,” Alfie explains. “Same is inspired by my own 
experiences with love, specifically my first real relationship falling apart, and 
how I almost immediately attempted to and unsuccessfully replace my ex-
boyfriend with a similar variation of him.”
 
Same sets the tone for Alfie’s new direction, and the music video is no 
exception. In the clip Alfie undergoes somewhat of a transformation from 
his previously clean-cut ‘good Italian boy’ image, morphing into someone 
quite different, smearing himself in white paint. “The notion behind it is that 
we’ve all worn different masks to protect ourselves. Sometimes when you’re 
in a relationship everything from the outside looks clean and pristine, but the 
reality can actually be pretty messy, hence the paint. The effect was really 
great, although it was pretty challenging to wash it all out!”

Raised in a loving Italian family in Sydney’s west, Alfie was a humble architect 
just prior to going on The Voice. Having only ever sung once in public at his 
sister’s wedding shortly beforehand, he decided at the last minute to apply 
for the show. “Everyone was pretty surprised as my own family up until the 
wedding actually had no idea I could sing. It was always something I’d been 
too shy about and kept hidden,” he says. “However now I absolutely love 
performing on stage, I get such a buzz out of it.”

Alfie aims to release a new EP later this year, a blend of soul, pop and R n B music which will feature the single Same.
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